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l, general programme of work covering a specific periodî ítem- ô 垅 the agenda 
(Documents EB5/14 and Add.1， 2， 3 and EB5/43 and Add.l) (Continuation) 
Dr« w a s the opinion' that no useful purpose would be served by merely 

enumerating a list of priorities to be undertaken by WHO during a given period. The 

document should set forth a list of definite objectives, viz. for full-time work to 

proceed in the various countries in connexion with certain specific items. 
Dr- G E A R maintained that while it was not difficult to list the objectives to 

b e re-ached i n c o n n e x i o n w i t h global- functions - which could 卿 11 be those enumerated 

on page.5 of document EB5/14 - the question was not so. simple in regard to local 

objectives which depended on requests from goyermftents, and in which WHO would act as 

a partner. How to define objectives in the advisory field was a difficult problem, 

and he could not offer any worthwhile suggestions at the present stage. 
Dr. STMPAR felt that greater difficulty would be encountered in establishing a 

four-year plan for regional oifices in view of the widely different .circumstances in 
• - • """"".•���‘ 

the various countries. It would be better to ask the regional offices to dr¿w up 

their own plan of work for the next four years, say in September, and thereafter for 

the Executive Board to discuss the- proposed programmes, and give advice thereon. 

The document to be prepared should include a statement on the general global 

activities which it was hoped to achlevp during the period laid down, leaving it to 

the Secretariat to 'consult with regional organizations on the type of work to be 

carried out in their respective areas. Шеге no regional organizations existed, the 

Secretariat would consult Member States and prepare - within the liait of available 

resources - the most suitable objectives to be reached in those areas. 



Dr. GEAR suggGsted that the document should Include a statement in regard to 

the evolution of liaison vdth international agencies. ( 

The CHAIEMN summarized the following additional points as ajaon̂ . the objectives 

to be reached.in the proposed four~year programmeî 

T h e n®ed for better statistical departments in the Member States with a view to 
gi~ingWHO a complete picture of. the existing situation. 

• ‘ ； • . ； . . 

2« Collaboration with specialized agencies in international activities for review 

of health requirements » 

3. Programme of international nomenclatures. 

4暑 Adoption of standards for biologicals, pharmaceuticals and dietetics. 

5• Unification of pharmacopoeias* 

6, Standardization of laboratory tests. 

1 • Collection and dissemination of te clinical information and advice 

continued by Headquarters)• 

Population problems (document EB5/43 and Add. 1). 

• A discussion, initiated by. Dr, Gear，took place in regard to the 

WHO to studjr population problems in their health and medical aspects, 

alternate to Mackenzie, Dr. Stampar, Dr» ffôjer^ and the Chairman, 

the proposal, believed that the matter could best be dealt with in collaboration 

with other specialized agencies, which had already begun to study the problaxn.. 

This was agreed• 
• . « . * 

9. Go-ordination of different,raethpds of prophylaxis, 

Dr. HDJER exemplified the need for further studies on the use of X-rays, in 

particular on internal organs. 

Dr. STAMPAR thought this could bo included in the standardization of methods. 

It was agreed that a study of the matter should be made in 1952. In the 

meantime, certain expert conmittees might be able to give useful advice. 

(to be 

need for 

Dr. Rae, 

in supporting 



10. Creation of a committee to study border problems of drainage areas etc. 

. D r . HYDE said that the question was one for international leadership rather than 

of planning or expenditure. It was necessary to bring competent people together to 

discuss a common problem the expenses of which might bè borne by governments. 
It was agreed that the question,w.ould be noted and brought to the attention of 

Headquarters to be studied in collaboration with regional organizations. 

Decision; That a document on the general programme of work covering a specific 
period should be prepared .oxi tiie above lines. 

Dr. GEAR having raised a point in connexion with the technical and adBdnistrative 

aspects of the problem, the СНА-ШЖМ referred to Article 28(g) of the Constitution, 

which stipulated, that the Executive Board should submit to the Health Assembly for 

consideration and. approval a general, programme of work covering a specific period. 

The technical and administrative aspects of the programme envisaged would be studied 

in due course by the Secretariat and submitted to the Executive Board for presentation 

to the Fourth Health Assembly in 1951. 

2. WORLD LIST OF MEDICAL AND BI0LCG.ICAL PUBLICATIONS WHO/UNSSCC ITKM 9 OF THE 
SïïPFÎJMENTARI A^lDA (Document EB 5/95) 

Dr. DUJARRIG dè la RIVIERE, alternate' . to Professor Parisot, pointed out an 

error of translation in the French r. idering of "World List", which in no'sense could 

be regarded as "universal", 

While the list was interesting, and would be very useful for libraries, scientific 

workers would appreciate lists of articles on specific subjects. Microfilm copies•of 

articles were also valuable for research workers. 
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Professor Ш LAET agreed with the previous speaker, but pointed out that a r 

very large organization would b& required to publish bibliographies on special 

subjects. - . 

Dr. HOWARD-JONES, Director, Division of Mitorial and Reference SGrvices, 

agreed that a very large organisation would be required for such woi-'k̂  One of t| 

present difficulties of medical brLbliography was the delay in the publication of 

the Quarterly Cumulative Index Hedlcus; in an attempt to keep pace with current 

literature, the American Medical Association had recently decided to pxiblish the 

second 1949 volume of the Index Î edj-cus before the first volume for that year. 

The Co-ordinating eommittee on Kedical and. Biological Abstracting had already had 

some contact with representatives of the Index Medicus and of the Army Medical 

Library st Washington, and there was provision for continuing liaison. It wa.s 

difficult to suggest any immediate practical ways by which HfflO could substantially 

improve pr&sent' difficulties in regard: to medical bibliography. 

Dr. de PAULA SOUZA likewise endorsed the views expressed, by Dr. Dujarric 

de la Rivière. While the publication referred to by Dr. Howard-Jones was an 

adnîirable one, it was not always available in far distant countries. Referring 

to the system of microfilms, he suggested it might be possible for ？ÍHO to co-

ordinate the existing services in Washington and elsewhere so that scientific 

workers in different countries would know where they could obtain bibliographical 

information on certain subjects. 

Dr* DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE wished to make his suggestion quite clear: 

(1) It was not incispensable to have a publics七ion on the subjects anclysas 

could often be issued, separately.- (2) Similarly, it was not necessary to make 

analyses, which were of no interest to. scientific workers. What was wanted was 
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long lists of publications cn specific subjects, (3) The establishment of such 

lists was a primary necessity on which work had already started• It would,, 

however, enhance the prestige of the Organization if it could give a lead in this 

field and guide a considerable measure of the work, , 

Dr. Н0ШШ-JONES explained that the bibliographical section of the Bulletin 

was a small step.in the direction of publishing bibliographies. For reasons of 
• ‘ ” • 

practical convenience and. because this bibliographical section vras a heritage 

from the Office Internationale d!b^ygiène Publique5 it was at present confined 

tc the five conventional diseases5 but it had never been intended that it should 

be limited in‘the future merely to those -diseases. The possibility had been 

considered of extending the range of subjects to cover other priority fields. 
Microfilm services and photostatic 

the Organization on request, as well as 

had been given in one case to a country 

copies of articles could be supplied by 

other library services. Assistance 

to establish its own microfilm service. 

Decision; The draft resolution on pa^e 3 of document EB5/95 was adopted. 

3事 LEPROSY； ITEM 38#5 OF THE AGENDA. 

Di\ dePAOLA SOOZAf in introducing docuntônt SB5/90, explained that the. 

general concept of leprosy from the medico-social point o.f view had changed 

considerably^ owing to the discoyery oí more potent drugs. Lepers., who had 

formerly been pariahs, avoiding nationel administrations and refusing to stay in 

hospitals, had completely changed their a ttitude-. They now took an active 

interest in co-operating with doctors andi in curative clinical methods. 

He drew special attention to two point.s : (1) sub—paragraph (a) on page 2 

should be amended to roadj. "mucus bacillus—negative(2) sub-paragraph (b) on 
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page 2 should likewise be amended to make it clear that the possibility of • 

ascertaining by means of the leprcrairi. reaction whether an individual was liable 

to contract the disease, or whether a person living in contact with lepers roight 

develop the disease, was by no means certain. Further research was necessary to 

determine whether the different phases of the lepromin reaction were positive or 

•negative. He was not certain whether PCG.applied in certain countries offered . 

aixr guarantee or was a mere mechanical change. The problem should be studied 

carefully under the aegis oí ;Щ0, and research work continued in the various 

countries. 

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE endorsed the views put forward by Dr. de Paula 

Souza，Tflihich proved the necessity of s tudying thQ social aspect of diseases. 

Leprosy was a cyclic disease and it was necessary to ascertain whether the 

absence of bacilli was definitive or whether they persisted after a certain time. 

He was grateful to Dr.. de Paula Souza for having raised the matter. 

Dr. HYDE had been greatly impressed, by. a. visit tc various leprosaria in 

different countries and in particular in Brazil. The .mamTacture of sulfones was 

being carried out at San Paulo, in a country which had no large scientific organic 

chemical industiy. The use of sulfonegi should be stimulated on a wide basis and 

a strong effort made to help governments to provide them for lepers. 

The СЕАШШ recalled that provision had be.e-n made in the Technical 

Assistance Programme for an expert committee' on leprosy in 1950. As far as 

1951 was concerned, the Board would have .to decide on any amount to be allocated 

for leprosy work on those lines. 



Dr. VILLÚRAMA said that the practical treatment of lepers in the Philippines had 

been undertaken with the help of American scientists. Leprosy had'formerly been 

confined to an island of 10,000 'lepersл but since the invasion by' the Japanese the 

colors had been split up into some six centres throughout the Philippines. Sulfone 

treatment had been introduced but had not proved altogether effective owing to the 

different type3 of leprosy, certain of which were resistant to that drug. The Mercado 

treatment had now been introduced and improved on by the addition of ethyl esthers of 

chaulmoogra and had proved oí definite curative effect. Д two-year period was 

neoesâary for a definite reaction váth sulfone drugs, but they continued to be used 

because of the immediate psychological off3ct produced on the patient. Leprosy was 

one оГ the main scourges in the Philippines and 1И0 could render effective services 

to. world health by further research in that country. 

Decision： The Board notad document EB5/90, and noted that provision 
had been made in the Technical Assistance Programme for an Expert 
Goramittee on Leprosy in 1950， and that further work would be .‘ 
considered in connexion with the programme and budget for 1951. 

4. AMENDMENTS TO Т Щ CONSTITUTION OF THE WORLD HEitLTH ORG^IUIOJJ (PROPOSALS BY 
THE GOVERNMENTS OF ̂ USTRALK, DENMARK, IKDI/i, NORWAY AND SWEDEN) j ITEM 21 敬 THE 
SUPPEbGNTAHY ' AGENDA- • (Dcicument EB5/46 and Add.l) 

The CffiilBMAN, read Article 73 of thaCinstitution, which governed amendments to the 

Constitution. He suggested that the Director-General should forward the proposed 

amendments to governments^ for their commente and that the Board should then submit a 

paper including those comments to the Third World Health Assembly. The Boar^.would 

now take note that this item should be included on the agenda for that Assembly. • 

5.. INTERNATIONAL HK-J.TH EXHIBIT : ITEM 18 OF THE-SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA 

• The CHAIRMAN suggested that dieoussion on this item should be postponed until the 

Board was considering the rplovnnt- p.".rt of tli¿'• j-t. 



6. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF STAFF (Document EB5/96) 

Dr. STAMPAR said that the implications of the document which had been submitted 

were very bad. He had criticised previously the bad geographic distribution of stafj： 

but on this occasion he^would moderate his criticism since he knew that the Director-

General had asked many countries to recomend suitable staff which they had bsen 

unable or unwilling to do. He suggested that personal contact between the Liroctor-

General and national administrations might produce bettor results. 
áltemete to Professor De Laet, . ., , , n .. 

Dr. van den 3^tQ/i»ished to stress once again that formal nationalXty naa Aix^ie 

to do with geographic distribution, since nationality could bs influenced by many 

factors. On the other hand the question of long- or short-term contracts must be 

taken into account in considering the representation of countries among the personnel 

of WHO. He therefore thought that too much importance should not be given to the 

figures submitted. 

The CHAIRMAfI drew attention to Article 35 of the Constitution, which he said 

g a v o the guiding principles for recruitment. It must be remembsrod that staff were 

recruited from particular areas; they were not representatives of governments. 

Mr. SIEGEL, Acting Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, said, that the'article to which the Chairman had referred had in fact 

governed staff recruitment. The Director-General was aware that this was one of the 
争 

most important cf his responsibilities• It had been difficult to prepare this 

docuaont for the reasons stated by Dr. van den Borg. The nationality oî a staff 
t . 

member had to be determined on the basis cf current nationality. The present 

situation regarding geographic distribution of staff was botter than it might appear. 

Three things must be taken into consideration in studying this problem; firstly, the 

fact that some of the.staff wero inheri.tod from the Intérim Commission, secondly, tho 
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comparative youth of the Organization, and thirdly, the technical qualifications of 

the staff required. In the last 15 months geographic distribution had improved, 

considerably. In the top grades there were nationals from 27 countries, giving a 

representation of 39.7^ of the present membership of WHO, but if all grades were 

considered, there were nationals from 36 countries representing 52.郊 .Of the 

remaining countries, Members of WHO, which were not represented on the staff, 

approximately half would not be able tc reccmmand suitable personnel and certain 

others had only become Members during the last six months. 

Progress in further improving geographic distribution would probably be slowed 

d _ by budgetary limitations. It should be remembered that in October 1948 the 

staff of the Interim Commission had included nationals of 27 countries, representing 
5 0 % o £ t h e membership at that time, whereas by 1 January 1950 the membership cf 1H0 

had increased by,14 countries and yet its geographical representation had increased to 

53窝 cf the Members. It was true that some countries were represented by a greater 

percentage than others but these percentages had Ьзеп'reduced in the last 16 months 

as followst United States, from 24.2窝 to 22.16%, United Kingdom, from 21% to 15.14^ 

Switzerland, froni 11.体 to 8.65^, and France, from в.Л% to 8.11^. Undoubtedly the 

percentage representation of these countries remained high but until a supply of 

technically trained persons became available from all Member countries, it was essential 

tc recruit staff possessing the right qualifications from the places where they were 

the most readily available. The Director-General would tak? every possible step to 

obtain better geographic distribution and would certainly bear in mind Dr. Stamper's 

suggestion. It was intended to recruit in Latin America during the course of the 

p r e s e n t y e a r t h r o uê h t h e Regional Office for the Americas and itvn»s envisaged that all 

Regional Offices would be used as recruiting centres for their areas. it should be 
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1, GENERAL PROGRAMME OF TTORK COVERING A SPECIFIC PERIODS Item 6 of the agenda 
(documents EB5/14 and Add.l, 2， 3 and EB5/43 and Add.l) (Continuation) 

Dr. HYDE was of the opinion that no useful purpose would be served by merely-

enumerating a list of priorities to be undertaken by 而0 during a given period. The 

document should set forth a list of definite objectives, viz. for full-time work to 

proceed in the various countries in connexion with certain specific items. 

Dr. GEAR maintained that while it was not difficult to list the objectives to 

be reached in connexion with global functions - which could well be those enumerated 

on page 5 of document EB5/14 - the question was not so simple in regard to local 

objectives which depended on requests from governments, and in which WHO would act as 

a partner. How to define objectives in the advisory field was a difficult problem, 

and he could not offer any worthwhile suggestions at the present stage. 

Dr- STAMPAR felt that greater difficulty would be encountered in establishing a 

four-year plan for regional offices in view of the widely different circumstances in 

the various countries. It would be better to ask the regional offices to draw up 

their own plan of work for the next four years, say in September, and thereafter for 

the Executive Board to discuss the proposed programmes, and give advice thereon. 

The document to be prepared should include a statement on the general global 

activities which it was hoped to achieve during the period laid down, leaving it to 

the Secretariat to consult with regional organizations on the type of work to be 

carried out in their respective areas. Where no regional organizations existed, the 

Secretariat would consult Member States and prepare within the limit of available 

resources ~ the most suitable objectives to be reached in those areas. 
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Dr. GEAR suggested that the document should include a statement in regard to the 

evolution of liaison with international agencies. 

The CHAIRMAN summarized the following additional points as among the objectives 

to be reached in the proposed four-year programmej 

The need for better statistical departments in the Member States with a view to 

giving WHO a complete picture of the existing situation. 

2. Collaboration with specialized agencies in international activités for review of 

health requirements, 

3. Programme of international nomenclatures. 

4. Adoption of standards for biologicals, pharmaceuticals and dietetics. 

5. Unification of pharmacopoeias. 

6. Standardization of laboratory tests. 
* 

7* Collection and dissemination of technical information and advice (to be 

continued by Headquarters). 

8. Population problems (document EB5/43 and Add.l) 

A discussion, initiated by Dr. Geax, took place in regard to the need for 

WHO to study population problems in their health and medical aspects. Dr. Rac. 

adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, Dr. Stampar, Dr. HBjer, and the Chairman, in supporting 

the proposal, believed that the matter could best be dealt with in collaboration 

with other specialized agencies, which had already begun to study the problem. 

This was agreed. 

9. Co-ordination of different methods of prophylaxis. 

Dr. HOJER had one special point in mind, namely the use of X-rays, in 

particular on internal organs. Experience in Sweden had proved that a certain 

number of accumulated Rentian entities might have an unjurious effect on future 

generations. 

It was agreed that a study of the matter should bo made in 1952• In the 

meantime, certain expert committees might be able to give useful advice. 



Ю . Creation of a committee to study border problems of drainage areas etc. 

X>r. HYDE said that the question was one for international leadership rather than 

of planning or expenditure. It was necessary to bring competent people together to 

discuss a common problem the expenses of which might be borne by governments. 
It was agreed that the question would be noted and brought to the attention of 

Headquarters to be studied in collaboration with regional organizations. 

Decisions That a document on the general programme of work covering a speci¿�ic 
period should be prepared on the above lines. 

Dr. GEAR having raised a point in connexion with the technical and administrative 

aspects of the problem, the CHA.IRMA.N referred to Article 28(g) of the Constitution, 

which stipulated that the Executive Board should submit to the Health Assembly for 

consideration and approval a general programme of work covering a specific period. 

The technical and administrative aspects of the programme envisaged would be studied 

in due course by the Secretariat and submitted to the Executive Board for presentation 

to the Fourth Health Assembly in 1951. 

2, WORID LIST OF MEDIGâL AI© BIOLOGICAL PUBLICATIONS ШО/UNESCO (EB5/95)：工tern 9 
of the supplementary agenda 

Professor DUJàRRIC de la RIVIERE, Adviser to Professor Parisot, pointed out an 

error of translation in the French rendering of "World List", which in no sense could 

be regarded as "universal". 

While the list was interesting, and would be very useful for libraries, scientific 

workers TOuld appreciate lists of articles on specific subjects. Microfilm copies of 

articles were also valuable for research workers. 



• 

Professor de LAET agreed with the -previous speaker, but pointed out that a 

very large organization would be required to publish bibliographies on special 
• 

subjects. , 

Dr. НОШШ-JONES, Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, 

iigrosd that a very large organization would be required for such work. One of the 

present difficulties of medical bibliography was the delay in the publication of 

the Quarterly Cumulative Index fedicus； in an attempt to keep pace, with current 

literature, the American ïfedical Association had recently decided, to publish the 

second 1949 volume of the Index Medicus before the first volume for that year. 

The Co-ordinating Committee on Medical and. Biological Abstracting had already had 

some contact with representatives of the Index Medicus and of the Army Medical 

Library at Washington, and there was provision for continuing liaison. It was 

difficult to suggest any immediate practical ways by which Ш 0 could substantially 

improve present difficulties in regard to medical bibliography. 

Dr. de Рли1а SOUZA likewise endorsed the views expressed by Dr. Dujarrie 

de la Riviere. While the publication referred to by Dr. Hward-Jones was an 

admirable one, it was not always available in far distant countries. Referring 

to the system of microfilms, he suggested it might be possible for 7JH0 to co-

ordinate the existing services in Washington and elsewhere so that scientific 

workers in different countries would know where they could obtain bibliographical 

information on certain subjects. 

Professor DUJARRIC cie la RIVIERE wished to make his suggestion quite clear: 

(1) It was not indispensable to have a publication on the subject} analyses 

could often be issued separately. (2) Similarly, it was not necessary to make 

analyses, which were of no inte re it to scientific irorkars. Wmt was wanted was 
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long lists of publications on specific subjects, � The establishment of such 

lists was a primary necessity on which work had already started* It would, 

however, enhance the prestige of the Organization if it could give a lead in this 

field and guide a considerable measure of the work* 

Dr. HOWARD-JONES explained that the bibliographical section of the Bulletin 

was a small step in the direction of publishing bibliographies. For reasons of 

practical convenience and because this bibliographical section was a heritage 

from the Office Internationale d1 Hygiène Publique^ it was at present confined 

to the five conventional diseases, but it had never been intended that it should 

be limited in the future merely to those-diseases. The possibility had been 

considered of extending the range of subjects to cover ether priority fields. 

Microfilm services and photostatic copies of articles could be supplied by 

the Organization on request， as well as other library services. Assistance 

had been given in one case to a country to establish its own microfilm service. 

Decision: The draft resolution on page 3 of document EB5/95 was adopted. 

3. LEPROSY (Document EB5/90) (Item 38,5 of the agenda) 

Dr. de Paula SOUZA, in introducing document EB5/90， explained that the 

general concept of leprosy from the medico-social point of view had changed 

considerably5 owing to the discovery of more potent drugs. Lepers who had 

formerly been pariahs, avoiding national administrations and refusing to stay in 

hospitals, had completely changed their attitude. They now took an active 

interest in co-operating with doctors and in curative clinical methods. 

He drew special attention to two points : (1) sub-paragraph (a) on page 2 

should be amended to read.i "mucus bacillus-negative"； (2) sub-paragraph (b) on 



page 2 should likewise be amended to make it clear that the possibility of 

ascertaining by means of the lepromin reaction whether an individual was liable “ 

to contract the disease, or whether a person living in contact with lepers might 

develop the disaeae, was by no means certain• Further research was necessary to 

determine whether the different phases of the lepromin reaction were positive or 

negative • Ho v/as not certain whether r-CG applied in certain countrie-з оГГогсс! 

any guarantee or was a mere mechanical change. The problem should be studied 

carefully under the aegis of WHO, and research work continued in the various 

countries. 

Dr. DUJAREIC de la RIVIERE endorsed the views put forward by Dr, de Paula 

Souza, which proved, the necessity of studying the social aspect of diseases. 

Leprosy was a cyclic disease and it was necessary to ascertain whether the 

absence of bacilli was definitive or whether they'persisted after a certain time. 

He was grateful to Dr. de Paula. Souza for having raised the matter. 

Dr, HÏDE had been greatly impressed by a visit to various leprosaria in 

different countries and in particular in Brazil. The manufacture of sulfones was 

being carried out at San Paulo^ in a country which had no large scientific organic 

chemical industry. The use of salfones should be stimulated on a wide basis and 

a strong effort made to help governments to provide them for lepers. 

The CHAIRMAU recalled that provision had been made in the Technical 

Assistance Programine for an expert committee on leprosy in 1950» As far as 

1951 was concerned, the Board would have to decide on any amount to be allocated 

for leprosy work on those lines. 



Dr� VIblARAMA said that the practical treatment of lepers in the Philippines had 

been undertaken with the help of American scientists, Leprosy had formerly b.aen 

confined to an island of 10;000 lepers^ but since the invasion by the Japanese the 

colony had been split up into some six centres throughout the Philippines. Sulfone 

treatment had been introduced but had not proved altogether effective owing to the 

different types of leprosy^ certain of which were resistant to that drug. The Mercado 

treatment had now been introduced and improved on by ths addition of ethyl esthers of 

chaulmoogra and had proved of definite curative effect� A two-yoar period 職s 

necessary for a definite reaction with sulfone drugs, but they continued to be usod 

because of the immediate psychological cffact produced on the patient, Loprosy was 

one of the main scourges in the Philippines and WHO could render effective services 

to world, health by further research in that country. 

Decision； The Board notad document ЕВ5/90^ and noted that provision 
had been made in the Technical Assistance Programme for an Expert 
Committee on Leprosy in 1950) and that further work would be 
considered in connexion with the programme and budget for 1951. 

4 � AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE WORLD HEiiLTH ORGANIZATION (PROPOSALS BY 
TI-IS GO^RNMSNTS OF ̂ USTRiiLK, ВЕШИШ, INDIA, NORWAY .MD SWEDEN) г Item 11 of 
the Supplementary Agenda (document EB5/46 and Add.l) 

The CHAIRMAN read Article 73 of the Consitution, which governed amendments to tho 

Constitution. He suggested that the Director-General should forward the proposed 

amendments to governments, for their comment and that the Board should thon submit a 

рарзг including those comments to the Third World Health Assembly, The Beard would 

now take nota that this item should be included on the agenda for that Assembly. 

5. INTERN“TIOi仏L HEkLTH EXHIBIT 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that dj.roT.ssicn on this item should bo postponed until the 

Board Yj-as considering the relative porticn of the budget, 
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6. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF STAFF (document EB5/96) 

Dr. STAMPAR said that the implications of the document which had been submitted 

were vary bad. He had criticised previously the bad geographic distribution of staff 

but ón this occasion he would moderate his criticism since he knew that the Director-

General had asked many countries to recommend suitable staff which they had Ьзеп 

unable or unwilling to do. He suggested that personal contact between the Dirc'ctor-

General and national administrations might produce bettor results. .. 

Dr. van den BEJRG wished to stress once again that formal nationality had little 

to do with geographic distribution, since nationality could be influenced by many-

factors. On the other hand the question of long- or short-term contracts must be 

taken into account in considering tho representation of countries among the personnel 

of WHO. He therefore thought that too much importance should not be given to the 

figuras submitted. 

The CHáIRMáN drew attention to Article 35 of the Constitution, which he said 

gave the guiding principles for recruitment. It must Ьэ rememberad that staff were 

recruited from particular areas； they were not representatives of governments. 

Mr. SXEGEL, Acting Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, said that the article to which the Chairman had referred had in fact 

governed staff recruitment. The Director-General was aware that this was one of tho 

most important cf his responsibilities. It had been difficult to prepare this 

dccumont for thd reasons stated by Dr. van den Berg. The nationality of a staff 

member had to be determined on the basis of current nationality^ The present 

situation regarding geographic distribution of staff was better than it might appear. 

Three things must be taken into consideration in studying this problem; firstly, the 

fact that some of the staff were inherited from the Interim Commission, secondly, tho 



comparative youth of the Organization, and thirdly^ the technical qualifications of 

the staff required. In the last 15 months geographic distribution had improved 

considerably. In the top grades there -were nationals from 27 countries, giving a 
t 

representation of 39.7^ of the present membership of .WHO, but if all grades were 

considered^ there were nationals from 36 countries representing 52.9笫.Of the 

remaining countries. Members of WHO, which were net represented on the staff, 

approximately half would not be able to recommend suitable personnel and certain 

others had only become Members during the last six months. 

Progress in further improving geographic distribution would probably be slowed 

down by budgetary limitations. It should be remembered that in October 1948 the 

staff of the Interim Commission had included nationals of 27 countries, representing 

50多 of the membership at that time^ whereas by 1 January 1950 the membership cf 丽0 

had increased by 14 countries and yet its geographical representation had increased to 

53% of the Members, It was true that some countries were represented by a greater 

percentage than others but these percentages had been reduced in the last 16 months 

as follows： United States, from 24.2^ to 22.16^, United Kingdom, from 21% to 15.14^, 

Switzerland, from 11.6笫 to 8.65^, and France, from 3.4^ to 8.11^. , Undoubtedly the 

percentage representation of these countries remaind high but until a supply of 

technically trained persons became available from all Member countries, it was essential 

to recruit staff possessing the right qualifications from the places where they were 

the most readily available. The Director-General would take every possible step to 

obtain better geographic distribution and would, certainly boar in mind Dr. Stampar's 

suggestion. It was intended to recruit in Latin iunerica during the course of the 

present year through the Regional Office for the Americas and it is envisaged that all 

Regional Offices would be used as r'ecruiting centres for their areas. It should be 



noted that rscniiting of staff for the Technical Assistance programmes would of 
9 

necessity have to be done irom existing sources of supply. Finally, he wished to 

emphasize that ona high-level staff member from one country was of infinitely 

greater significance in the question of geographic distribution than a considerable 

niunber of other staff from a country and that the document before the Board should 

be considered in this light. 

The CHáIRMáN postponed farther discussion until the following 鹏ting of the 

Board. • 

The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m. 


